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Postcard Exhibit: Preservation Project

O

by Craig Marshall

ver 200 visitors attended our annual summer
exhibit, which this year displayed 1,600 rare and
vintage postcard views of Dutchess County in the
early 1900s. We received many compliments on the display
and the guest register shows visitors coming from as far as
Highland, Albany, and New Jersey.
This exhibit was more than simply collecting and
displaying collectors’ postcards; it was actually our most
recent restoration and preservation project aimed at
preserving valued images. Seven years ago CHS was
pleased to exhibit the extensive vintage postcard collection
of Michael Gordon, owner of Zimmer Brothers Jewelers
in Poughkeepsie. Because this earlier exhibit was well
received, we recently asked Mr. Gordon if we could display
his collection again. Though very interested, he informed
us that four years ago the basement of his store—where
his exhibit boards with mounted postcards were stored—
was flooded and that about a quarter of the 1,600 cards
were under water and severely damaged. We discussed the
possibility of having CHS volunteers take on the project of
restoring this valued collection for future exhibits, and he
was enthusiastic and supportive.
We conceived of this display as a traveling exhibit
for use by other historical societies, libraries, and schools,
and as a foundation on which to build a larger collection.
To do this, we needed to restore the salvageable cards
and replace the unsalvageable ones with cards from other
private collections. Further, since these vintage cards are
valuable and a traveling exhibit would risk loss or damage,
we decided to scan and copy all the cards, mount the
copies for the exhibit, and return the original postcards to
the owners. In this manner we would build a central digital
file to preserve all card views, which can be
built upon by and for future generations. We
intentionally included damaged-but-viewable
postcards in this exhibit, due to their rarity
and interest. We hope to replace them in the
future with good copies from other collections.
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Work proceeded immediately with our goal to open
the exhibit by July. A team of dedicated volunteers was
formed to restore damaged cards, find replacement cards,
scan/print/cut out 1,600 card images, and finally mount
all the images on 50 new foamboards. A special effort
was launched to locate, scan, and mount as many early
postcards of our Town of Clinton as we could find. As a
result, we were thrilled to present 100 rare views of subjects
of the hamlets of Clinton from the early 1900s.
Visitors to our exhibit included Upton Lake resident
Gary Storm, who saw a postcard that included a view of
his home. Karl Jessen of Hyde Park viewed a card that
showed a picture of his childhood home on Main Street in
Poughkeepsie. Chick Wyant of Clinton Corners was raised
in Verbank and enjoyed the several views of
old Verbank pictured in the exhibit. Natalie
Gilbert of Tivoli was most interested in the
postcards of the Smith Brothers Restaurant
in Poughkeepsie, where her grandmother
worked as a waitress. Natalie’s grandmother
(continued on page 3)

Save the date: 10/6/12

A Historic Survey of Clinton Will Take Place During the Next Year

O

n Saturday, October 6th, starting at 10 a.m. town characteristics that make them significant.
residents will be invited to take part in guided
Clinton’s historic rural landscape has become quite rare
tours of three historic structures in Clinton, in the Mid-Hudson Valley. As such, its survival is seriously
followed by lunch at the Creek Meeting House. During threatened, especially without safeguards. In recent
lunch, Neil Larson of Larson Fisher Associates will explain years, the town has sponsored comprehensive, farmland,
the process, which involves an innovative computer-based and open-space plans that emphasize the importance
approach to reconnaissance-level historic resource surveys. of preserving its rural qualities. These initiatives have
These initial surveys should
gained wide support from
compile a comprehensive
residents. By compiling
list of all properties
an inventory of historic
associated with historic
resources, town planners
periods and classify them
will be able to distinguish
in ways that contribute
the cultural landmarks
to an understanding of
that characterize the rural
the scope and range of
landscape.
A
historic
historic resources in a
resource survey will play
given area. This method
an important role in raising
documents a wide range of
awareness of the extent
resource types, including
to which historic features
not only buildings, but also
define the farmland and
agricultural and domestic
open space residents wish
landscapes, with features 1837 Pleasant Plains Church one of three historic sites on the tour. to protect.
such as fields and meadows, stone walls, tree lines, formal
Clinton residents will receive a notice in the mail
gardens, and golf courses; roads, bridges, and other about this tour, lunch, and program. Advance reservations
engineering features; signage; and historic sites and parks. will be required for lunch, with contact information
The information collected in the survey will be compiled provided in the notice. All expenses will be underwritten
in a database that will provide both an inventory of the by interested local residents and businesses. Watch for the
town’s historic resources and a tool for the analysis of mailed notice! ƒ

Marshall Receives Schoch Award

T

Craig Marshall receives Emil Schoch award
from CHS trustee and CAC secretary Norene
Coller at the April Business meeting.

he Clinton Historical Society has established an award for an individual
or family in the Town of Clinton dedicated to conserving the natural
environment and historic resources. The recognition is given in the name of Emil
Schoch because he cared for the land entrusted to his family by planning for its
preservation and stewardship in keeping with the best principles of conservation.
The individual or family who receive this award may have:
• Preserved a natural area such as a wetland, pond, stream, or forest in a
manner that would encourage the survival of wild plants and animals.
• Established a farm plan in keeping with best management practices and be in
the process of managing that farm in accordance with those practices.
• Maintained or restored a historic structure or home.
The Clinton Historical Society works with members of the Conservation
Advisory Council to review applications each year and makes the award
presentation at the Society’s annual business dinner. The 2012 award was given to
Town Historian Craig Marshall for his efforts in preserving the 1865 Masonic Hall.
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Postcard Exhibit ... continued from page 1
became friendly with the farmer who delivered milk daily
to the restaurant directly from his Hyde Park farm. They
were married in 1905. And on our last exhibit day, Liz
Alexander of Wappingers Falls brought her collection of 80
vintage Dutchess County postcards so we could scan them
and add them to our collection.
We thank Mr. Gordon and the other postcard
collection owners for their help in this sizable project.
Thanks also to the members of our volunteer exhibit
team who made this exhibit possible. And we are most
appreciative of our sponsors Stewart’s Shops and Zimmer
Brothers Jewelers for their financial support, and Signal
Graphics for their excellent color printing. ƒ

YOU CAN HELP!

Do you have vintage postcards or photos of
Clinton? Please let us scan them for our archive.
Contact Craig Marshall at (845) 242-5879 or
e-mail craigmarshall266@aol.com

One of 50 restored
postcard panels.

A recently donated rare photo of an early 1900s Schultzville school group.

Announcements ...

Mary Jo Nickerson
(nee Schulhoff) at
Community Day 1952.

CHS Program Meeting: Friday, September 7 at 7:30 PM
Bernie Rudberg will speak about the “Three Lost Railroads of Dutchess County,”
all of which ran near Clinton Corners. Bernie is the past president of the Hopewell
Junction Depot Restoration, Inc., and has played an important role in the restoration
of the depot, which is now open to the public. Bernie’s talk will be illustrated with
photographs of railroad history. Refreshments will be served.
The Annual Progressive Dinner: Saturday, October 27
Hosts are needed, please call Mary Jo Nickerson at 266-3066.
Holiday craft fair: Saturday, December 1
Call Glenda Schwarze at 266-5203 for more information.
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and Dutchess County.
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Heritage Day
Sat., Sept. 1
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
food

| music | crafts | games

J

oin us on Saturday, September 1st at the Creek Meeting House, 2433 Salt Point Turnpike,
for Heritage Day, a fun-filled event featuring food, live music, craft demonstrations, pony and hay wagon rides,
livestock, children’s games, and more. Bring an item for our Stone Soup pot and enter your homegrown vegetables
in this year’s contests. Come on by and sit for a spell under the tent and say hello to your neighbors!
Special this year: Local farms and businesses have donated products in support of the Clinton Historical Society’s
Eat Local food tent: Hahn Farm, Rusty Tractor Farm Market, Terhune Orchards, Thunderhill Farm, and Wild Hive Farm.
Information about the local farms and food producers will be available. ƒ

Clinton Corners Railroad Station 1938

Program Meeting: Sept. 7
7:30 PM
“Three Lost Railroads of
Dutchess County”
by Bernie Rudberg

ƒ
heritage day
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